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Abstract

When presenting content to children, edu-001
cators and parents not only want to know002
whether characters of different backgrounds003
are represented; they also want to understand004
how these characters are depicted. In this005
paper, we measure the gender portrayal of006
central domains of social life as depicted in007
highly influential children’s books using word008
co-occurrence and word embeddings. We find009
that females are more likely than males to010
be associated with words related both to fam-011
ily and appearance, while males are more as-012
sociated with business-related words. The013
gender associations with appearance and busi-014
ness have endured over time, whereas family015
word associations have become more gender-016
neutral. We make two main contributions: one,017
we create a word embeddings data set, Story-018
Words 1.0, of 100 years of award-winning chil-019
dren’s literature, and two, we show inequal-020
ity in the portrayal of gender in this literature,021
which in turn may convey messages to chil-022
dren about differential roles in society. We023
include our code and models as supplemental024
data associated with this manuscript.025

1 Introduction026

Educators and parents use books to teach children027

messages about society, conduct, and the world.028

These messages may be encoded in how different029

identities are, and are not, represented. If there030

are systematically different associations between031

specific identities and particular depictions, such032

messages can shape how children view the roles033

of themselves and others in society. In this paper,034

we apply natural language processing (NLP) tools035

to analyze the gendered association of different036

domains of social life (e.g., family, business, ap-037

pearance) to measure how females and males are038

portrayed in children’s books.1 We use two meth-039

1We refer to “domains of social life” as “domains” for the
remainder of the paper.

ods: word co-occurrence, a frequency-based ap- 040

proach, and word embeddings, a prediction-based 041

approach.2 These tools can enable deeper under- 042

standing of the implicit and explicit messages con- 043

veyed to children by the books they read. This 044

awareness can, in turn, also help inform content- 045

selection decisions of educators and caregivers. 046

Early exposure to messages about gender- 047

specific roles and abilities may influence children’s 048

beliefs, academic performance, and career paths 049

(Bian et al., 2017; Rodríguez-Planas and Nollen- 050

berger, 2018). Gender representation in children’s 051

content has traditionally been measured by manual 052

content analysis, in which one or multiple human 053

beings slowly read through the text of a paper to 054

capture the messages on one or multiple dimen- 055

sions (Neuendorf, 2016). The key advantage of this 056

approach is that it is able to measure deep mean- 057

ing in books; the main disadvantages are that it is 058

highly labor-intensive, costly to comprehensively 059

characterize a large body of content, and requires 060

a high degree of fidelity in the management and 061

training of the coders (Krippendorff, 2018). 062

Advances in computer-driven content analysis 063

began to address these concerns through automa- 064

tion. Early efforts focused on a numerical account- 065

ing of words which represented different genders 066

– such as counts of pronouns and the genders of 067

named entities – and these counts were then com- 068

pared across bodies of text (Krippendorff, 2018; 069

Gentzkow et al., 2019). Simple token counts, how- 070

ever, capture only superficial representation. If a 071

female or male is frequently present but portrayed 072

in a stereotypical or narrow manner, then the mere 073

existence of representation will not only be insuffi- 074

cient but also possibly counterproductive. 075

In this paper, we use word vectors to measure 076

how females and males are depicted, vis-a-vis soci- 077

2Static word embeddings are also referred to as word vec-
tors in the literature. For the remainder of this paper, we refer
to these as “word embeddings.”
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etal roles, in award-winning children’s books com-078

monly found in schools and homes over the past079

century, which complement existing measurement080

of whether they appear. This involves converting081

high-dimensional measures of the semantic mean-082

ing of words in text into one-dimensional measures083

of gender representation in children’s books.084

We first create co-occurrence matrices to observe085

how often gendered and domain words appear in086

the same sentence. We aggregate pairwise counts087

within categories and scale these values to create co-088

occurrence frequencies for each gender and each089

domain. This allows us to compare how frequently090

females and males are represented in relation to091

specific domains, both overall and over time.092

We then estimate the word embeddings for as-093

sociations between females and males and specific094

societal domains. We use the word embeddings095

analogue of the Implicit Association Test (IAT) to096

generate group-to-domain cosine similarity mea-097

sures between the word embeddings for each group098

with each domain, allowing us to compare the rep-099

resentation of females and males (Garg et al., 2018).100

We compare the group-to-domain similarity mea-101

sures overall and over time.102

Co-occurrence shows how frequently group103

words appear in the same sentence as domain words104

but not how related group and domain words are.105

Word embeddings estimate deeper semantic rela-106

tionships between groups and domains but not nec-107

essarily whether the words commonly appear to-108

gether in the same sentence for example. Put to-109

gether, they provide a more holistic picture of how110

gender roles are depicted in children’s books.111

We find that these books are more likely to em-112

phasize females’ role in the family and their appear-113

ance as compared to depicting males in relation to114

their role in business, or at work. This trend attenu-115

ates over time for the association with family roles,116

but is consistent for the associations with appear-117

ance and business. Patterns remain similar when118

using word embeddings or co-occurrence.119

We make two primary contributions: One, we120

apply established NLP tools to a policy-relevant121

body of text with clear implications for child de-122

velopment and education; specifically, the award-123

winning children’s books we examine (and thus124

the representations they contain) are among those125

most commonly found in schools and homes. How126

different identities are portrayed in these books127

has the potential to shape children’s beliefs about128

themselves and others, which affects their effort 129

in school, future educational decisions, and later 130

life outcomes. Our work also demonstrates how 131

NLP tools can be used to measure the deep mean- 132

ings contained in bodies of text being considered 133

for use in curricular settings. This has immediate 134

applications for both the practice of education and 135

for research on the linkages between the content 136

of books and the educational outcomes of children 137

exposed to them. Two, we release a word embed- 138

dings data set from children’s literature (named the 139

StoryWords 1.0 data set) so that other researchers 140

can access these data. 141

2 Background 142

External stimuli may have important influences 143

in shaping beliefs, actions, and outcomes (Bian 144

et al., 2017; Bordalo et al., 2017; Rodríguez- 145

Planas and Nollenberger, 2018). For example, his- 146

torical analysis of changes in textbooks using a 147

quasi-experimental framework has shown that such 148

changes shape both people’s preferences and their 149

view of history (Fuchs-Schündeln and Masella, 150

2016; Cantoni et al., 2017). Less is known about 151

the representation of identities in the content in 152

these books and how these identities are depicted. 153

Recent work has attempted to address this ques- 154

tion by estimating the frequency of female and 155

male presence in stories. Research enumerating 156

gender counts in children’s books shows inequal- 157

ity in the frequency of presence of females rela- 158

tive to males over time regardless of the measure, 159

for example, gendered pronouns as compared with 160

gender of characters (Adukia et al., 2021). While 161

these findings are illustrative, they show only su- 162

perficial representations and neglect to demonstrate 163

whether the trend towards numeric equality is in- 164

clusive or rather one of an increased incidence of 165

imbalanced representations. If the frequency of 166

inclusion of underrepresented identities increases 167

without a change in the underlying equity in the 168

manner of representation, simple frequency-based 169

measures might overstate the equity of representa- 170

tion in books that children are given. 171

In this paper, we address this gap by measuring 172

how females and males are associated with differ- 173

ent domains in the text of children’s books. We 174

show how NLP tools can help isolate messages 175

in content, converting high-dimensional concepts 176

into one-dimensional parameters of the messages 177

related to gender. 178
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3 Data179

3.1 Primary Data: Children’s Books180

School libraries and classrooms serve as major pur-181

veyors of sanctioned visual content for children.182

The books they offer are accompanied by an im-183

plicit state-sanctioned stamp-of-approval. These184

books are chosen because their content is perceived185

to be appropriate for children. They are often in-186

tended to transmit clear narratives about appropri-187

ate conduct, an account of important historical mo-188

ments, or other, often identity-specific messages.189

We draw from a set of children’s books that are190

likely to be found in school libraries – namely,191

those that received awards administered or featured192

by the Association for Library Service to Children,193

a division of the American Library Association.194

Each book in our sample of 1,130 books is associ-195

ated with one of 19 different awards.196

In order to understand whether representation197

differs depending on the focus of efforts to high-198

light different kinds of books, we divide these199

award-winning corpora into two “collections”: the200

“Mainstream” collection and the “Diversity” col-201

lection. Figure 1 shows the sample size of each202

collection by decade and overall.203

Figure 1: Sample size of the Mainstream and Diversity
collections over time. The aggregate number of words
in the Mainstream collection is 6,289,116 words and
for Diversity is 9,599,638 words.

Mainstream Collection. The Mainstream col-204

lection comprises books that have received recog-205

nition through the Newbery or Caldecott Medals,206

the two oldest children’s book awards in the United207

States starting in the 1920s to present day. These208

books are selected for their perceived literary value209

and not popularity. Receipt of the award facili- 210

tates the book’s entry into the canon of children’s 211

literature (Smith, 2013; Koss et al., 2018). 212

Diversity Collection. To examine how purpose- 213

ful efforts to highlight typically excluded or 214

marginalized identities perform, we draw from 215

books likely to be placed on “diversity lists” such 216

as during Black History Month or Women’s History 217

Month. Specifically, we examine books that have 218

received recognition from the following awards: 219

American Indian Youth Literature, Américas, Arab 220

American, Asian/Pacific American Award for Lit- 221

erature, Carter G. Woodson, Coretta Scott King, 222

Dolly Gray, Ezra Jack Keats, Middle East, Notable 223

Books for a Global Society, Pura Belpré, Rise Fem- 224

inist, Schneider Family, Skipping Stones Honor, 225

South Asia, Stonewall, and Tomás Rivera Mexican 226

American Book Awards. Awards in this collection 227

were first distributed in 1970, with a gradual rollout 228

of different awards over the following decades. 229

We might expect that books recognized to cen- 230

ter one underrepresented identity may also center 231

other underrepresented identities. We can compare 232

the estimates for the Mainstream and Diversity col- 233

lections to examine whether intentional efforts to 234

highlight underrepresented identities more equi- 235

tably portray females and males compared to unin- 236

tentional, “general” efforts. 237

We provide word embeddings for these collec- 238

tions as supplemental data (StoryWords 1.0). 239

3.2 Data Pre-Processing 240

We use Google Vision Optical Character Recog- 241

nition to extract text from scanned pages of each 242

children’s book.3 Once the text is extracted, we 243

pre-process the data to reduce variability and noise. 244

We first divide each award corpus into sentences us- 245

ing the pre-trained Punkt tokenizer from Python’s 246

NLTK library (Bird et al., 2009). For each sen- 247

tence, we lowercase the text and remove digits, line 248

breaks, punctuation, and special characters. We 249

refrain from removing “stop words” – words that 250

appear frequently and do not contribute to the con- 251

tent of the story – because the learning process does 252

not benefit from their removal (Qiao et al., 2019).4 253

Our goal is to characterize how females and 254

males are represented in each collection of books, 255

3This process is restricted to the conversion of scanned
text into ASCII characters.

4We check the sensitivity of our results to the inclusion or
exclusion of stop words prior to the learning process and find
that our results remain similar.
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both overall and by decade. We therefore combine256

the data at two levels: (1) at the collection level, in257

order to measure overall representations between258

each of the collections, and (2) at the collection-by-259

decade level, to measure changes over time.260

3.3 Supplemental Data261

HistWords. In addition to the children’s books,262

we incorporate data from the HistWords data set,263

a collection of books gathered from over 40 uni-264

versity libraries containing more than 361 billion265

English words (Michel et al., 2011). These books266

span from 1800 to 2000 and are composed of a267

variety of genres.5 We include these data as a nu-268

meraire, capturing the representations of females269

and males in books intended for adult consump-270

tion, rather than children’s consumption. Because271

the only publicly available data for HistWords is272

in the form of word2vec embeddings, we directly273

incorporate the embeddings they provide in our fi-274

nal visualizations rather than running the lexicon275

through our pipeline, as outlined in Section 4.6276

Group and Domain Words. We develop a vo-277

cabulary of words that comprise two gender groups278

(females, males) and three domains (appearance,279

family, business).7, The words associated with fe-280

males, males, appearance, and family were gener-281

ated by drawing upon commonly used words for282

each category, in addition to incorporating words283

from sources such as those lists given by Caliskan284

et al. (2017) and Senel et al. (2018). We fine-tune285

the categories to the linguistic particularities of the286

domain of children’s literature by incorporating vo-287

cabulary that is commonly used in these books. For288

example, words such as “princess” and “king” are289

included our gender group word lists, but are not290

in prior group word lists, such as those in Caliskan291

et al. (2017) and Garg et al. (2018). 8 The final292

sizes of our lists are as follows. female: 77 words,293

male: 75 words, appearance: 154 words, family:294

5We limit analysis of HistWords starting in the 1920s; the
first book in the children’s collections was published in the
1920s, and the last book in HistWords is from 2000.

6The aggregate model for the HistWords collection is not
publicly available. We discuss how we estimate HistWords
collection-level measures for word embeddings in Section 4.2.

7Note that this analysis is limited to the binarization of gen-
der; analysis of other gender identities represents an important
area for future work.

8Our choice of gendered vocabulary is over 3 times as large
as the gendered word lists used in Garg et al. (2018), who use
20 male words and 20 female words, and approximately 9
times larger than the gendered word lists in Caliskan et al.
(2017), who use 8 male words and 8 female words.

29 words, and business: 221 words and each word 295

within a given category is exclusive to that cate- 296

gory only. Specifically, the family category is no- 297

tably smaller than other lists because many “family” 298

words are gendered and therefore were included in 299

the male or female lists instead of the “family” list. 300

These word lists are available in the supplemental 301

data associated with this manuscript. 302

4 Methods 303

We use two NLP tools to characterize gender rep- 304

resentation: co-occurrence and word embeddings. 305

We release all code and models as supplemental 306

data associated with this manuscript. 307

4.1 Word Co-occurrence 308

We first measure how females and males are rep- 309

resented in the text of these stories by estimating 310

word co-occurrence. Co-occurrence is a simple 311

and easily interpretable tool that looks at how fre- 312

quently pairs of words co-occur in a set context 313

window which, in our study, is a sentence.9,10 314

Because we are interested in the relationship 315

between genders and specific domains, we focus 316

on co-occurrence of pairwise words within these 317

categories. We created a matrix X with gender 318

words as columns and domain words as rows. Each 319

value (denoted as X(i,j), where i = domain words, 320

j = gender words) in X contains the number of 321

times each word pair appeared within the same 322

sentence in that collection, both overall and by 323

decade. To understand what this matrix shows 324

about co-occurrence of each gender and domains, 325

we reduce the dimensions and aggregate counts by 326

group. This results in a matrix Y with two columns 327

(female, male) and three rows (appearance, fam- 328

ily, business) containing summed pairwise counts. 329

For example, the Y(bus,fem) count is calculated as 330∑
bus

∑
fem

X(bus,fem) where bus represents each busi- 331

ness word and fem represents each female word. 332

The issue with comparing how females and males 333

are represented in relation to domains using raw 334

counts is that there are more instances of male 335

words than there are female words, and therefore 336

the gendered counts cannot be easily compared. 337

To account for this, we divide each value in the 338

female column by the number of sentences that 339

9Co-occurrence is categorized as a frequency-based em-
bedding because it examines raw counts.

10We also test co-occurrence using context windows be-
tween three and six words and found similar results.
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have a female word, and each value in the male340

column by the number of sentences that have a341

male word. By transforming counts to frequen-342

cies, we can accurately compare how often females343

and males co-occur with specific domains. We344

define “gender-skew” as female frequency minus345

male frequency for a given domain and collection,346

calculating gender-skews for each domain in each347

collection, both aggregate and by decade.348

We then examine whether the difference between349

female and male frequencies for a domain is signifi-350

cant. To do this, we test the hypothesisH0 : µd = 0351

versus HA : µd 6= 0 using a paired two-sample352

t-test where µd is the population mean of the dif-353

ferences in weighted frequencies for female versus354

male over all words in a domain for a given collec-355

tion. We test this hypothesis in the appearance, fam-356

ily, and business domains to gain an understanding357

of whether the co-occurrence gender frequencies358

in these domains are significantly different.359

4.2 Word Embeddings360

Another way to capture how gender is represented361

in text is through word embeddings. Word em-362

beddings operate under the assumption that words363

which appear in similar contexts have similar mean-364

ings (Firth, 1951). In practice, word embeddings365

are neural networks that map each word to a high-366

dimensional vector representation of that word.367

Each word vector encapsulates semantic and syn-368

tactic information by incorporating information369

from the nearest neighbors (context) of that word.370

Word embeddings permit analysis between sets of371

vectors, including calculating similarity measure-372

ments between words using cosine distance.11373

We use word2vec from Python’s Gensim library374

to estimate word embeddings (Řehůřek and So-375

jka).12 Our word2vec implementation uses the376

Skip-gram model architecture for training, which377

uses a given word to predict context words (words378

that appear within a certain window of the current379

word) in a sentence.13 During the training process,380

the model learns the word vector representation of381

each word in the set of vocabulary contained in a382

11Word embeddings are categorized as prediction-based
embeddings because they use machine learning to predict
context words.

12While we show results from the implementation of
word2vec, our results are similar when we use GloVe, an-
other commonly used algorithm.

13We chose the Skip-gram architecture as it outperforms
other architectures on semantic relationship tests and is more
accurate on larger data sets in general (Mikolov et al., 2013).

given text.14 After training, the algorithm outputs 383

300-dimensional vectors of every word in the lex- 384

icon of each book.15 We train separate word2vec 385

models on the aggregate collection data as well as 386

on the collection-by-decade data discussed in Sec- 387

tion 3.2.16 We name the resulting data set of word 388

embeddings StoryWords 1.0. 389

We then apply a textual analysis variant of the 390

Implicit Association Test (IAT), a method used to 391

detect bias in speech (Caliskan et al., 2017). The 392

word embeddings analogue of the IAT involves 393

taking the estimated vectors for words belonging to 394

a given group (e.g., “she” and “queen” belong to the 395

group “female”) and examines their relationship 396

with a given domain (e.g., “hair” and “shirt” belong 397

to the domain “appearance”). 398

We calculate the pairwise cosine similarities be- 399

tween the vocabulary words of each group and 400

the vocabulary words of each domain. For exam- 401

ple, to calculate the association between female- 402

to-appearance, we calculate the cosine similarities 403

between each female word and each appearance 404

word (excluding words that do not appear in the 405

text of the collection). 406

We then average each set of the pairwise group- 407

to-domain cosine similarities to obtain a single as- 408

sociation value. This association describes the ex- 409

tent to which groups (females or males) are associ- 410

ated with a given domain (appearance, family, or 411

business) (Caliskan et al., 2017). 412

We then estimate a domain-specific parameter 413

of “gender-centeredness” by subtracting the associ- 414

ation between a given domain and male from the 415

association between the domain and female. If the 416

value of a domain’s gender-centeredness is positive, 417

we classify the domain as more female-centered; if 418

negative, we classify it as male-centered. 419

We estimate logistic regression models for each 420

domain by collection – in aggregate and by decade 421

– to test whether the female and male cosine simi- 422

larities are significantly different. Using pairwise 423

cosine similarities for (domain, female) words and 424

(domain, male) words as the predictor variable and 425

14Words that occur fewer than ten times are excluded from
the analysis, for these words appear too infrequently to obtain
reliable vectors.

15We use the word2vec defaults for the remaining parame-
ters and hyperparameters of these models.

16Because aggregate measures are not available at the col-
lection level for HistWords, we average the measures for Hist-
Words for each decade starting from the 1920s through the
1990s to estimate an overall measure for this collection and are
not able to calculate statistics to generate an overall measure.
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(a) Overall (b) Over Time

Figure 2: Gender-skew calculated from co-occurrence matrices for Mainstream and Diversity collections (a) over-
all and (b) over time. Magenta indicates a more female-skewed domain (denoted by positive values), green indi-
cates a more neutral domain, and orange indicates a more male-skewed domain (denoted by negative values).

0 (male) and 1 (female) as the predicted variable,426

we aim to predict gender from cosine similarities.427

If there is no association between cosine similar-428

ities and gender, then the log-odds ratio, β1, will429

be 0. We consider the observed difference between430

female and male cosine similarities to be differ-431

ent from zero if the the test H0 : β1 = 0 versus432

H1 : β1 6= 0 is significant at the α = 0.05 level.433

This word embedding analysis provides insights in434

how females and males may be differently repre-435

sented with respect to different domains.436

5 Results: Word Co-occurrence437

We first report estimates of gender-skews using co-438

occurrence matrices for the appearance, family, and439

business domains. We show how these estimates440

differ across collections overall and over time.441

Figure 2 illustrates our findings for the gender-442

skews of the three domains. Overall, females443

are generally more likely to appear in the context444

of their appearance (body parts, clothing-related445

words) than males, with no apparent difference446

between the Mainstream and Diversity collections.447

This female-skew for appearance persists over time.448

Moreover, females are generally more likely to449

appear in the context of family than males over-450

all, with a noticeably stronger female association451

with family in the Mainstream collection than the452

Diversity collection. In contrast to our estimates453

of gender-skew in appearance, our estimates of454

gender-skew in family attenuate over time.455

Finally, we see that males are generally more 456

likely to be referenced in the context of business 457

than females, with a noticeably stronger male-skew 458

in the Mainstream collection than the Diversity col- 459

lection. This male-skewed association with busi- 460

ness persists over time. The paired t-tests compar- 461

ing differences of frequencies for co-occurrence 462

are not statistically significant. 463

6 Results: Word Embeddings 464

In this section, we report word embedding esti- 465

mates of the gender-centeredness of each domain 466

across collections overall and over time. 467

Appearance. We first analyze the gender- 468

centeredness of words in the appearance domain 469

to understand who is more likely to be associ- 470

ated with words related to one’s looks. In Fig- 471

ure 3, we show similar trends as found from co- 472

occurrence matrices: females are much more likely 473

than males to be associated with appearance words 474

both overall and over time. All three collections 475

are female-centered in the appearance domain, with 476

the largest difference between females and males 477

exhibited in the HistWords collection. Regression 478

outputs show that the overall female association 479

with appearance is significantly stronger than the 480

male association in both the Mainstream collection 481

(T = 9.58, p = 9.99E − 22) and Diversity col- 482

lection (T = 13.22, p = 6.45E − 40). Only one 483

decade in the Mainstream collection does not show 484

a statistically significant difference between fe- 485
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(a) Overall (b) Over Time

Figure 3: Appearance gender-centeredness (a) overall and (b) by decade for each collection

(a) Overall (b) Over Time

Figure 4: Family gender-centeredness (a) overall and (b) by decade for each collection

males and males. All decades in the HistWords and486

Diversity collections are significant at the α = 0.05487

level, although the first decade in the Diversity col-488

lection indicates a male-centered association.489

Family. We next examine gender-centeredness490

in the family domain. In Figure 4, we show that491

females are more likely to appear in the context492

of family than males overall for each collection.493

The Mainstream and Diversity collections share a494

similar level of gender-centeredness in their repre-495

sentation of the family domain, though this masks496

a slightly more gender-equal representation of this497

domain among the Mainstream collection books498

in the years in which there are also Diversity col-499

lection books (see the measurements from 1970500

onwards in Figure 4). While the overall association501

with family words is about twice as skewed towards502

females in the Histwords collection than in the chil-503

dren’s book collections, the gender-centeredness in504

this domain appears to be aligned with the Diversity505

collection for the years which they overlap. Like506

the family gender-skew results, the family gender-507

centeredness values attenuate over time, becoming508

more gender-neutral for all three collections. Logis-509

tic regressions show that the female-centeredness 510

estimates observed overall in both the Mainstream 511

(T = 4.37, p = 1.27E − 05) and Diversity col- 512

lection (T = 2.73, p = 0.00641) are significant. 513

Further, all of the 8 HistWords decades, 3 of 10 514

Mainstream decades, and 3 of 5 Diversity decades 515

show a significant difference between female and 516

male cosine similarities at the α = 0.05 level. 517

Business. We examine the gender-centeredness 518

of words in the business domain to understand who 519

is more associated with business. We observe simi- 520

lar trends as seen with co-occurrence gender-skews: 521

Figure 5 shows that males are more likely to be as- 522

sociated with business words than females in each 523

collection overall. The male-centeredness for busi- 524

ness persists over time in each collection. Mod- 525

els testing the strength of this association have 526

the most significant results across all domains, 527

likely partially due to the large sample size of 528

business words. The associations in Mainstream 529

(T = −18.04, p = 9.39E−73) are similar to those 530

in Diversity (T = −20.47, p = 3.88E − 93), and 531

both have significant differences between female 532

and male cosine similarities. Statistically signifi- 533
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(a) Overall (b) Over Time

Figure 5: Business gender-centeredness (a) overall and (b) by decade for each collection

cant differences appear in every HistWords decade,534

9 of 10 decades in Mainstream, and 4 of 5 decades535

in Diversity.536

7 Conclusion537

We make two primary contributions. One, we cre-538

ate a word embeddings data set from children’s539

books, StoryWords 1.0. Two, we analyze how gen-540

der roles are portrayed in children’s literature using541

NLP methods that convert high-dimensional data542

into single-parameter estimates that succinctly de-543

scribe the relationship between females and males544

with respect to words that represent appearance,545

family, and business. We use two tools in partic-546

ular: word co-occurrence and word embeddings.547

Both methods find that females are more likely548

than males to be represented in relation to their549

appearance and their role in the family, while550

males are more likely than females to be repre-551

sented in relation to their roles in business. Only552

in the family domain do we see an attenuation of553

the female-centeredness of the representation over554

time. We find no evidence that the Diversity col-555

lection, meant to highlight typically excluded or556

marginalized identities, portrays females more eq-557

uitably than the “general” efforts of the Mainstream558

collection.559

It is important to note that the results from co-560

occurrence and word embeddings are not directly561

comparable. While co-occurrence analysis shows562

whether a group and domain word pair appear in the563

same sentence, word embeddings does not focus564

on observed counts. Word embeddings infer associ-565

ations using context windows, and can predict asso-566

ciations between word pairs that may never appear567

in the same sentence. Moreover, group-to-domain568

associations may not capture direct relationships;569

words may appear in the same context but not actu- 570

ally refer to one another. The patterns are consistent 571

regardless of the approach used, which increases 572

our confidence in these results. 573

Our study has two key limitations. The first is 574

accurately characterizing gender for each instance 575

of a gendered word. We chose not to include proper 576

nouns in our vocabulary lists because of their rela- 577

tive infrequency (and therefore their estimated em- 578

beddings would be relatively unstable). Exclusion 579

of these words then means that we cannot estimate 580

the portrayal of names with an identifiable gender. 581

Another important limitation is that our measure of 582

gender representation binarizes gender constrain- 583

ing it as female or male and does not account for 584

non-binary or gender-fluid identities. 585

Future work includes using more precise tools, 586

such as coreference resolution, to better understand 587

and disentangle the indirect and direct messages 588

contained in these texts. In addition, researchers 589

or practitioners using these tools could expand 590

their analysis to other categories, such as different 591

groups to understand how other identities may be 592

differentially represented, additional domains, or 593

adjectives that convey different societal meanings. 594

Additionally, we can expand definitions of gender 595

to account for non-binary and gender-fluid identi- 596

ties. This work could also account for polysemous 597

words by using contextualized word vectors. 598

Our paper demonstrates how NLP tools can be 599

used to reveal systematically different associations 600

between females and males and their societal roles, 601

as transmitted through children’s stories. These 602

findings underscore the importance of tracking not 603

only whether different identities are included in 604

stories, but also how characters of different back- 605

grounds are portrayed. 606
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